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3.2.1 Edina, Hopkins, Richfield, Eden Prairie

When should you use this page?
■ Both of the following apply:

1. Your project involves draining, excavating, working in, or filling a wetland (referred to as “wetland impacts”)
2. Your project is in NMCWD and Edina, Hopkins, Richfield, or Eden Prairie

What should I know?
■ The Wetland Conservation Act (WCA) is triggered when a project involves draining, excavating, or filling a wetland

■ The watershed district oversees the Wetland Conservation Act (WCA), unless a city opts to oversee it instead

■ Bloomington and Minnetonka are the cities within NMCWD that oversee WCA

■ Therefore, NMCWD enforces WCA for projects within it’s borders in Edina, Hopkins, Richfield, and Eden
Prairie. Almost all wetlands are regulated to some level under WCA.

■ WCA is not the entirety of the NMCWD Wetlands Management rule. Don’t confuse WCA with buffers.

What should I start?
■ Contact the District if your project involves wetland impacts. It is highly recommended you work with a local

wetland specialist, as WCA has specialized reporting and field work requirements.

■ The flowchart on the next page will help you plan generally for steps and wetland replacements. It is an overview
and does not address all required forms or meetings.                                                                         continued
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Flowchart of WCA when NMCWD is LGU
■ This flowchart is meant to assist generally for steps and wetland replacements. It is an overview; and does not

address all required forms or meetings.

How large must the replacement wetland be?
a. 2.25:1 within the seven-county metro area of the Minnesota River-Shakopee major surface
water watershed (attached to this document)
b. 3:1 outside the seven-county metro area and the Minnesota River-Shakopee surface water
watershed with at least 1:1 replacement within the seven-county metro area of Minnesota River-
Shakopee major surface water watershed
c. 9:1 if the affected wetland is considered high quality, with at least 1:1 within the seven-country
metro area of the Minnesota River-Shakopee major surface water watershed
Where must the replacement wetland be?
Priority Order
a. on the site of the project
b. within the same subwatershed
c. within the Nine Mile Creek watershed
d. in the seven-county metro area of the Minnesota River-Shakopee major surface watershed
e. In the Minnesota River-Shakopee major surface water watershed; but replacement wetlands of
at least equal size to the affected wetland area must the sited within the seven-county metro area
of the Minnesota River-Shakopee major surface water watershed

START: Will your project 
fill, drain, require work 

inside, or excavate a 
wetland?

STOP here. This WCA does 
not apply to your project. 

Yes Is this a public
transportation 

project? 

No Yes

Minnesota Rules 
8420.0544 will govern 

your handling of wetlands 
for the project. Refer to 

this regulation. 

1) Submit a Joint Application Form
2) Have the following completed:
a. MnRAM assessment with comparison to NMCWD
Rules Appendix 3b
b. Wetland delineation to identify borders

If wetland impacts are 
unavoidable, follow the 

replacement ratios and site 
requirements: 

No

https://bwsr.state.mn.us/joint-application-form


Minnesota River-Shakopee Major Surface Water Watershed 
■ This map is also available in NMCWD Rules Appendix 3a.

■ See the previous page to understand when it should be used.
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